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New Long Range Â�GreenÂ� Cargoscooter Modernizes Delivery Service

Superior Cargo Capacity and Extended Travel Range Offers 30% Savings with 100%
Reliability

New York,NY (PRWEB) February 12, 2005 -- Oxygen, Inc., the world leader in electric transport, and
Domino's Pizza Netherlands have completed the launch of the Oxygen CLR (Long Range Cargoscooter), a
result of Italian and American technologies and Dutch design, developed from over three years of R&D with
investments of over 40 million Euro. Partly financed by the Dutch Government, the Oxygen CLR addresses
issues that have previously hindered the use of electric powered vehicles such as storage capacity and distance
range. The outcome is the only currently available electric scooter that holds up to 200lbs of cargo and can
travel up to 62 miles with overall better performance than similar products on the market, which only carry a
limited load of cargo and have a limited travel range of approximately 20 miles.

Domino's Netherlands has tested, approved and placed an initial order of 150 units of the Oxygen CLR. The
vehicle has been approved in North America by Domino's International who officially introduced the scooter to
its 7,500 franchises worldwide at the Domino's convention in Las Vegas in 2004. Domino's is the first company
in the world to deliver pizza to customers using vehicles that are pollution-free and noise-free.

Electric (EV) vehicles offer significant cost savings in rising fuel prices and maintenance, emits no greenhouse
gases and make no noise. With a $0.60 electricity cost, a standard 110/220v power outlet and just over 2 hours
for an 80% battery charge, costly, loud and highly pollutant two-stroke 50cc-100cc fuel-powered scooters that
create up to 10x the pollution of the average automobile, can easily be replaced by the Oxygen CLR for cost-
friendly and environment friendly service that projects an efficient and community conscious corporate image.

Founded in 2001, Oxygen, Inc. has quickly become the world leader in the development, design and
manufacturing of environment friendly pure-electric and hybrid-electric powered lightweight vehicles that
provide clean, affordable, reliable and efficient urban transportation. Oxygen has production, engineering and
testing facilities in Padua, Italy and in Throop, Pennsylvania and corporate offices in New YorkCity. Oxygen's
full line of EV products cater to both the Fleet Market (Â�CargoscooterÂ� and Â�Police ScooterÂ�) and the
Consumer Market (Â�Oxygen EÂ� scooter, formerly Â�LeptonÂ�, and Pedal Assisted Bicycles). Clients
include, Domino's Pizza, Police Forces in Milan, Pennsylvania and New York (Prospect Park patrol), Parisian
messenger service Lungta Course (whose clients include Chanel, Fnac and LVMH) and Enel (the largest utility
company in Italy). The NYPD has recently inserted Oxygen on its official supplier list. For more information or
to schedule an interview with President Michele Hausmann or Director Raffaello Locatelli, call Oxygen, Inc. at
(212) 924-6001. www.oxygenworld.it.
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Contact Information
Caterina Hausmann
Oxygen
http://www.oxygenworld.it
9174126911

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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